THE  TRAIN
A letter had come from Igor the previous day,
Sonechka wrote. He had left Pskov with a tank unit and
would not return home until the Germans were de-
feated. "I was not surprised by the letter/' Sonechka
wrote. "But I was surprised at my reaction to it. Three
months ago, I went crazy with anxiety if Igor did not
come home at night. And now I did not even cry.35
Lyalya wrote a note at the bottom, saying that her
mother was splendid, and she, Lyalya, was now working
in a military hospital as registrar. Lyalya thoroughly
approved of what Igor had done, only she was sorry he
had not come home to say good-bye.
There were no more letters.
When the first alarming news came of the siege, and
of starvation beginning in Leningrad, the doctor was
frantic. His food stuck in his throat, and even when he
was hungry, he could swallow nothing. ... Danilov
helped him over this time.
"Is your family in Leningrad, or have they left?" he
asked.
"No," the doctor replied, "they haven't gone, you
know, somehow, we never thought about it."
"We might manage to send a parcel," said Danilov.
He could manage anything. By some complicated
route, through a friend whose daughter was married to
an airman, a parcel was sent to Sonechka's address in
Leningrad containing rusks, flour, butter and all kinds
of things. The doctor did not know if the parcel would
ever arrive. It was best to think that it would. And on
the day when he sent it, he felt as though he had just
fed Sonechka and Lyalya with rusks and butter till they
could eat no more. He collected sugar, biscuits and other
dainties which he got from Sobol, and waited for the
time when he felt he could ask Danilov to arrange for
another parcel to be sent.
Many days passed, and still there were no more
letters from Leningrad. Twice in those months the
hospital train received mail, but it contained nothing
for Dr Belov.
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